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Abstract
NEMO is a mobility management theory for processing large scale handovers. It was proposed on
the basis of Mobile IP but various research was done to make it possible to utilize in various
environments. SDN is a network in which the program with the control plane and data plane separated
is possible, and it is a network structure that conducts centralized management. OMM, a variation of
the PMIPv6 to suit the SDN environment, was made to operate over the controller after regarding
management functions as one application. This paper proposes a large scale handover processing
theory that applies the NEMO technique in an OMM environment. The theory has the NEMO concept
applied to OMM. Through this, we propose processing collective handovers by processing MN’s
collective handovers as network topology changes in SDN environments. Furthermore, the proposed
theory reduced overheads. Also, the fundamental SDN structure was kept and more efficient data
forwarding was made possible by utilizing the technique used in OMM.
Keywords: Network Mobility, OpenFlow-based mobility management, Proxy Mobile IPv6, OpenFlow,
Software Defined Networking

1. Introduction
Mobility management is one of the most important internet research fields. Among this Network
mobility(NEMO)[1] was proposed as research about collective handovers. It is a concept that processes
collective mobility management. NEMO was joined with diverse mobility management theories and
MIP based handover support protocol[2][3] and a classic case is Network Mobility Support Scheme on
PMIPv6 networks[4].
Proxy MIPv6(PMIPv6)[5] is a local mobility management protocol, and it is proposed by the IETF
NetLMM working group. It’s main characteristic is that the mobility related processes which used to
be done by MN is now done by the network entity.
Software Defined Networking(SDN) is a network structure in which a program with the data plane
and control plane separated is possible. The data plane is only in charge of functions related to the
transfer of data packets and the OpenFlow-enable switch performs this function. The control plane is
the aggregation of the remaining distributed network management functions such as topology
management, QOS, path setup, etc. and is performed by the centralized controller. Additionally,
OpenFlow[6] was proposed as the standard interface for the interaction of the two separated planes.
OpenFlow consists of OpenFlow protocol, the security channel which connects the controller and
switch, and the switch which satisfies OpenFlow spec.
OMM[7], a variation of PMIPv6, is a form adjusted to fit the SDN environment. Under the SDN
environment, the central controller is the most suitable to perform the functions previously done by the
network entities of PMIPv6(LMA, MAG), so a method that runs over the central controller after
uniting LMA and MAG into one application was proposed. Furthermore a more efficient data path will
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be set up by network topology information between each GW and AS that is based on network
topology information in the MME.
The proposed scheme is large scale handover of MN using NEMO. The proposed scheme supports
network based mobility management in the SDN environment. It is based on the modified data
structure in the MME based of the OMM. The proposed theory has one MME and has no need for an
additional mobility management control message between mobility management components.
Additionally, tunneling overhead is removed by removing the tunneling method between network
components. The proposed theory uses the flow matrix that was previously used in OMM but was
modified to fit the mobile router.

2. Related Works
PMIPv6 is a representative mobility management protocol based on Local based on the network. It
consists of 2 network components(LMA and MAG). LMA acts as the Home Agent in MIPV6. It
allocates MN’s NHP and takes charge of one end of the IP tunnel for the transfer of data about MN.
MAG checks MN’s movement and attachment and is in charge of the other end of the tunnel. The basic
concept of PMIPV6 is to conceal MN’s mobility from MN itself and replacing MN by the network
entity when mobility related signaling.
Network Mobility(NEMO) Basic Support Protocol is one of the standard protocols for supporting
collective handovers. NEMO divide whole network into the network, which is the basis, the MR, that
is able to move, and the sub-domain, which consists of MNs that are connected to the router. MR sets
itself as the default gateway and forms a domain that includes sub-network entities and MNs. In the
occurrence of handover, it is processed so that each MN’s handover is substituted by the mobility of
MR. Early NEMO was based on MIP, but as theories adapt to other protocols were presented, it is able
to support diverse protocols. Classic examples would be FMIP-NEMO, PMIPv6-NEMO, etc.
Network Mobility Support Scheme on PMIPv6 Networks is a theory with the NEMO technique
applied in the pmipv6 environment. Therefore MNs do not take charge of processes related to
handover and, like in PMIPv6, the network entity deals with the functions related to handover.
However, depending on the network segments, each HA(LMA-MN) handling MN and HA(LMA-MR)
managing MR must exist separately, and overhead occurs repeatedly since the tunneling technique
needs to be used between each LMA-MN and LMA-MR, and LMA-MR and MR. This is occurred in
order to implement both the handover on MR and the handover on MN. OMM is a type of PMIPV6
modified for the SDN environment. It is made to operate on the centralized controller with the
convergence of the functions of LMA and MAG, which do not need to be divided in the centralized
network structure into one application. Also it was made to actively utilize network topology
information provided by the basic SDN controller, and through this calculate beforehand the passes
between each GWs and ASs and store this information. Due to this, signaling overheads occurred by
existing LMA-MAG communications were removed, and computer power consumed in unnecessary
repeated PATH calculations when MNs are in access were saved. Also by enabling effective handovers
with preliminary simulations on handover, the handover signaling costs were reduced.

3. OMM-based NEMO protocol
OMM-based NEMO protocol(OMMNEMO) is the mobility management theory with the
addition of NENO function on the basis of OMM. In this paper, we suppose three things. First,
we suppose that the MN attachment and handover are the same as OMM. Secondly, we suppose
that the SDN controller must have the path setup function and topology management function,
and MME is supported by the particular functions. Thirdly, we suppose that MR is the direct
access of MN.
A.

Architecture

The presented theory consists of the MME located above the controller and open-flow
enabled switches. SDN controller is the basement of the control application, and provides
OMMNEMO through the internal function and other functions. Open-flow enabled switches
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handle packet forwarding in the SDN domain. MR, as a movable router, is able to move within
the SDN domain.
1)
OpenFlow enabled switch
Open-flow enabled switch refers to a switch satisfying the open-flow qualification. It can be
categorized by each switch's roles into GW, IS, AS, MR, and CS. AS provides the network
access service to MN, and a movable switch among these becomes MR. IS are the switches
located between the AS and GW. CS, as one of the IS, is the intersecting point of the previous
path and the new path. When a handover occurs, this CS gives information on the IS that doesn't
need to update the flow table, and reduces the number of unnecessary updates on the flow table.

Figure 1. Comparison of PMIPv6-NEMO and OMMNEMO
2)

Mobility Management Entity.

MME, as a control application for mobility management, operates on the SDN controller. MME
receives the access status from the AS or MR. It also performs the existing HAmn(Home agent of MN)
and HAmr(Home agent of MR) functions of PMIPv6-NEMO, and when a change in the MR location
occurs, it modifies the path-related information of the surrounding switches of the moved MR with the
support of the topology manager.
B.

Data Structure in MME.

MME borrows the data structure of OMM, but there are parts in need of modification. First, among
the MN-related information, the AS information field where MN is in access should be modified to the
MR information field. Secondly, the MNs list is required that are connected to the MR. Lastly, when a
MR handover occurs, the information list of the MR and the surrounding switches in need of
modifications is required depending on the location.
1)

Binding Cache

Figure 2. BCE of 2OMM and BCE of OMMNEMO.
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Binding Cache is a set of binding cache entries on each MN. Each BCE is created when MN
accesses the OMM domain, and it is updated when the access point or network status is changed. The
data structure of each BCE used in the OMM and OMMNEMO are presented in figure 2. They have
the same basic form, the AS field of the existing OMM data structure should be written with the
modification to the MR field.
2)

Flow Matrix

Flow Matrix is a matrix recording the passes between the MR and GW. The switch-ID and
interface-ID of IS to reach the MR and AS connected to each GW should be recorded. Lastly, the list
of current accessing MNs should be stored in each MR and AS.

Figure 2. Flow Matrix of the OMM and OMMNEMO.
In the case of the Flow Matrix of the existing OMM, the information of MNs accessed in MR is
recorded in the field that was used to record the existing MN list. Also when a handover occurs in the
existing OMM, the information that the MR itself needs to modify and the interface-information that
the surrounding switches need to modify in cases of MR movement, need to be recorded in the field
that was used to record the previous existing AS and the related CS.

4. Conclusion
We have proposed OMMNEMO, in other words, the application of the NEMO protocol concept
based on OMM. We have introduced the idea of MR of NEMO in order to support collective
handovers under the SDN environment, and modified the existing OMM data structure to support MR
and the related contents. Also, we have removed additional burdens by only using the basic SDN
structure and OpenFlow signal messages in implementation, and eliminated the chance of tunneling
overhead occurring in Packet forwarding by not utilizing the tunneling technique.
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